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1. Introduction 
Up to now, there is no uniform description for the yarious kinds of mo-
dulation, 'widely used in communication. In what follows, possibilities "will be 
inyestigated and a solution suggested. The concept of modulation is extended 
to every procedure to convert the signal at the transmitter side, to corn;ey 
this converted signal to the transmission medium, and to reconvert the re-
ceived signal hy a procedure complementer to that used at the transmitter 
"ide. The transmission path studied here is sho'wn in Fig. 1. Thus a unified de-
scription is sought for which applies, apart from the conyentional modulations 
(such as AM, AM-SSBjSC, FM, etc.), also to time and frequency multiplexing 
(TDM and FDM, resp.), companLler, pre- and deemphasis, ete. 
The purpose of communication is, in general, true signal transmission, 
hut in most cases transmission paths do not allo'w a true transmission. Trans-
mission paths produce disturbances, in the signal, consisting of distortions 
(linear and nonlinear ones) and noise. W1lCn a converted signal pass('s through 
a non-ideal inside transmisl3ion path, the disturbances produeed on thc COll-
,-erted signal disturb also the re-conyerted signal. The disturhances of the re-
-conyerted signal depend not only on the disturhanees of the inside transmis-
sion path hut also greatly on the eonversion systems. It seems that one of the 
most important properties of a conversion system is just how it transforms the 
distnrbances of the inside transmission path. By "transformation of disturbances" 
a procedure is meant which yields, in terms of the disturbances of the inside 
transmission path, the disturhances of an outside transmission path exhibiting 
withou t conversion the same transmission properties as the whole sy~ tt'm 
consisting of converter, inside transmission path and Te-converter. 
An attempt is made to unify the treatment of the transformation of disturb-
ances. It is suggested to describe the transformation of disturbances by means of 
.(L matrix. This eonversion-matrix can he constructed so as to apply to every 
eOllYersioll Synem. Besides the transfonnation ef disturbances, the com'er-
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si on-matrix takes into consideration the disturbances caused by the conversion 
system itself. 
Thus, conversion systems may be uniformly described hy their conver-
sion-matrices, constructed according to certain principles. 
In Sec. 2 the properties of transmission paths are established. The exact 
characterization of transmission paths is given in the Appendix. In Sec. 3 the 
principles of the construction of conversion-matrices are given. According to 
the detailed investigation it turns out that for certain conversion systems the 
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exact form of the conversion-matrix is rather complicated. Therefore the dis-
turbance-indication-matrix will be introduced "\vhich lends itself for qualitative 
rather than quantitative description. Finally, in Sec. 4 and 5. some examples 
illustrate the construction and application of conversion- and indication-ma-
trices. 
2. Properties of transmission paths 
In general, a number of disturhances of the transmission path occur 
simultaneously (for instance lincar and nonlinear distortions). A fairly good 
model of the phenomenon is ohtained hy assuming that in every transmission 
path a section with memory and another one without memory are cascaded 
and that the external noises are additively superimposed to the signal. This 
concept is shown in Fig. 2. 
Both inside and outside transmission paths are characterized by the same 
properties, only the functions or numhers representing one or another property 
may differ. 
The transformation of disturbances has, of course, significance for such 
transmission paths which differ from the ideal. The definition of ideal trans-
mission will be given in Appendix 1. Based on this, Appendix :2 deals with the 
exact determination of the disturhances of a non-ideal transmission path. 
Let us now designate properties of the transmission path to be used for 
. the description of conversion systems. 
a) Amplitude function, A(f), where f = frequency 
b) Phase function, b(f) 
c) Frequency distortion, LJf 
(Theoretically, also frequency-distortion may be a function of frequency, thus, 
if needed, the symbol LJf(f) may be used.) 
d) Nonlinear distortion 
Nonlinear distortion is regarded to be the effect of the memory-less 
section. It will be characterized by the distortion factor defined in the conven-
tional way. (The distortion factor k is the ratio of the square root of the squared 
and summarized amplitudes of the oyer-tones to the amplitude of the funda-
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mental tone, each amplitude measured at the output of the memory-less sec-
tion). 
e) Noise, 1'..-
The term "noise", as used here, includes internal and multiplexing noise. 
The characterization of noise may be of various depths. Here the mean noise 
power, N, in the frequency-hand of the signal will he used. (Therehy the noise 
is supposed to be stationary.) For a more exact characterization the power 
spectrum, the amplitude distrihution function, or perhaps the autocorrelation 
function of the noise might be used. 
For further purposes it is proposed to characterize every transmission 
path by a column matrix ·whose elements are the ahove properties. Apart 
from these five properties the column matrix has to contain a "one" too, the 
role of "which will he explained later (in suh-section 3.2.2.) consequently the 
column matrix of the transmission path is of the form 
A(f) 
b(f) 
p= LJf (1) k 
N 
1 
Though the ahove properties do not characterize the transmission path 
unambiguously, they are sufficient for practical requirements. Neyertheless 
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it is to be noted that the principles given later for the description of conversion 
systems are also valid in the case where the transmission path is characterized 
more in detail. In this case, for example, the column matrix of the transmission 
path may have the form 
where 
A(f) 
b(f) 
·".1f 
P = g(x) 
Gn(f) 
Fn(x) 
1 
(2) 
g(x) stands for the dynamic characteristic, )" g(xL of the memory-Ie"s 
section of the transmission path; 
Gn{f) power spectrum of the noise: 
Fn(x) amplitude distribution function of the noise. 
If the column matrix is chosen according to Eq. (2) the conversion matrix 
introduced in subsequent sections has to be modified. 
Henceforth transmission path will he characterized by column matrix 
given in Eq. (1). 
3. Convel'sion-matl'h:: 
3.1. Requirements for the description of Call version 
As it was seen, transmission paths can he characterized hy column ma-
trices. But in many cases the signal cannot he directly transmitted to the tran;;-
mission medium (denoted hy inside transmission path in Fig. 1). Under such 
circumstances some conversion (e.g. modulation) is required. This crcatcs a ne·w 
transmission path denoted by outside transmission path in Fig. l. 
By definition, a conversion is considered to be described if the relation be-
tlceen the properties of inside and outside transmission paths is known. Mathemat-
ically, a cOIlversion is considered as descrihed if the operation ~(1 relating the 
columIl matrices of inside and outside transmission paths is kno·wn: 
(3) 
The requirements for the description of conversion [given by Eq. (3)] 
are as follows: 
(i) The relation between the properties of inside and outside transmission 
paths should be given unamhiguously. 
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(ii) The simultaneous effects of multiple conversions ought to be deter-
mined. Representing the first conversion by operationur2~, the second one by 
and so on, (Fig. 3), the complex conversion should be descrihpd in the form: 
(4) 
(iii) Uniform description is needed for the procedures applied in commu-
nication, such as various modulations (e.g. AM, SSB, FM, pelYI, etc.), multi-
plexing (FDM and TDM), compander, preemphasis and deemphasis, quanti-
zation ctc. 
Hr 
( resulting conversion ) 
r~----------~A----------~ r~----------~A----------~ 
-[]-Du Ilro",~7,';1o~p"'h uDfr 
I '_. ___ P_i_____ I l ' nth converter Nn jl ------'-'-~ 
second converter N2 
(4 ) 
Fig. 3 
(iv) A procedure to select the conYersion, optimum in certain respect, 
c\Juld he developed for an inside transmission path ,\-ith giyen properties. 
Obviously, the eOIlYersion operation ~,t:' descrihes the whole conversion 
system including the effects of the conYerter at the transmitter "icle and the 
rt'-conYerter at the recpiyc~r side as well. 
3.2. Use of a matrix for describing a cOlll;ersion 
The proposed use of a matrix to describe a conversion IS supported hy 
the follo-wing considerations: 
Po and Pi, Eq. (3), being column matrices, a matrix can relate them 
In- simple multiplication: 
= .IV[· (5) 
it i,; easy to suryey a matrix 
the product of a matrix and a column matrix is also a column matrix, thus 
tlw requiTement of Eq. (4) is fulfilled: 
(6) 
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3.3. Use of a matrix to describe multiple conversion 
Practical communication systems usually apply a number of COllYersioIlS 
on the signal to be transmitted. Re-interpretation of Eq. (6) simplifies handling 
of systems consisting of multiple conyersions. Let us introduce the matrix of 
the resulting conyersion by the equation 
(7) 
(see Fig. 3). Thus Eq. (6) can be rewritten into the form 
(8) 
This equation implies the overfulfilment of requirement (ii) imposed on 
the description of conversion in suh-section 3.1. Namely, using a matrix for 
the description statement (ii) will be the following: 
(ii) The product of the matrices of the conversion stages, cascaded onc 
after another, yields the matrix of the resulting conversion. (The matrices of 
each conversion stage have to be written in the same order as the signal, to 
be transmittedthrough these stages in the transmitter.) 
For example, in a multi channel telephone equipment there may be irl-
volved first a single-sideband (SSB) modulation, then frequency-multiplexing 
(FDlVI) and finally perhaps preemphasis. According to the common terminology 
the totality of these steps is termed "modulation". To generalize treatment, 
these three conyersions "will be separated to compose the matrix of the conYer-
sion used in multichannel telephone equipment;:; according to the equation: 
M m11itich. tel. Cq11. = ]}iSSB ' ]}iFD.\I· ]}iprc 
3.4. Elements of converswn matrix 
The conversion-matrix M connecting column matrices, each of 6 elements, 
must be a square (6 )<6) matrix of the form 
cause 
.. _ -:!Afl_ ~i(jl __ iJJi_ k· 1Yi S I 
- - ~ -- --- _.----r,(f) r mA....l. InA !> mALJj IllA !; mAS mAs 
bo(f) , moA mbb mbLJj mOl; lVoN mbS 
~f" ! ]}I = m d [.4 mLJfb TnLJjLJj mLJfl; 171LJjS mLJfs (9) mkA mkb mkLJ{ mu; m"." m/·s 1\, 0 . mNA In Nb m;'df m.y!; mss TllSS 
I L 0 0 0 0 0 I ....J 
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This matrix has been created on the basis of Eq. (5), but its architecture 
has been only formally verified so far. Now we turn to determine its meaning. 
The physical interpretation of the matrix-elements unambiguously fol-
lows from the multiplication rule of matrix and column matrix. It is expedient 
to divide the matrix elements into three groups. 
3.4.1. I nterpretatio1! of the (5 x5) principal-minor matrix 
Interpretation of the (5 X5) principal-minor-matrix must start from the 
principle that, physically, the conversion-matrix corresponds to a table [Eq. (9)]. 
Columns represent the properties of the inside transmission path while rows 
represent those of the outside transmission path. The mij element of the matrix 
5ho·ws ho·w the j-th property of the inside transmission path affects the i-th 
property of the outside transmission path. Let us see as illustration some 
examples: 
a) For AM-SSBjSC the amplitude function of the outside transmission 
path is kno'wn to be obtained by shifting the amplitude function of the inside 
transmission path along the frequency axis by an amount equivalent to the 
carrier frequt"ncy f" of the dt"modulator (see Sec. 4, Fig. 4). Mathematically 
This effect IS simply described using a shifting operator: 
(11) 
where 
.JCj ,. denotes the shifting operator. 
Thus, if the conversion-matrix of AM-SSB/SC systems is to he deter-
mined, the element mAA takes the form of a shifting operator as defined in 
Eq. (11): 
(12) 
b) In FM systems 'with small frequency deviation and ideal limiter the 
amplitude function of the inside transmission path does not effect that of the 
outside one. In this case mAA is to he replaced hy an operator changing every 
function into that of "uniformly one". 
c) Another example will he the element TrlN.:Jj of the conversion-matrix 
of frequency-multiplexing. If the inside transmission path has a frequency 
distortion, LJf, the neighbouring channels crosstalk each other which results in 
a noise proportional to the frequency off-set (supposing a small off-set). In this 
case mN.:Jj is a constant multiplier. Making use of it, the first approximation 
of the noise Tesulting from frequency distortion can he given in the form 
1\' Q= m.'f.:Jj·.df· (13) 
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d) The element mN:'! shows how noise in the inside transmission path i~ 
transformed to the output of thf' outside transmission path. For example, for 
AM-SSBjSC systems the equation TV 0 = IYi is well-known, consequently for 
tht'sC systems mNN l. 
1') 2\ onlinear distortions of the inside transmission path can also produce 
lloise (e.g. frf'quency-multiplexing systcms). Thcse effects are expres~et1 hy the 
element m.'Ik' If nOlllinear distortion docs not cause noise (e.g. FM "ystems), 
then, of course, Tn N1c = O. 
From thc ahove it can he pstahlished that the (5 ><.S) principd-minor-
matrix transforms the properties of the inside transmission path into thos,' of 
the outside onf'. 
3.-1.2. First five elements in the last column 
The outside transmission path may exhibit di~turhancc:; abo in ca:,\, 
of an ideal inside transmission path. These disturhances haye their origin in 
the conversion system itself, so it is reasonahlc to consider thcm as the own 
disturhanees of thc convPrsioll. Typical example is quantization noise in Pf.:'I 
:-:ystenls. 
Thc first five elements in the last columIl of the conyersion-matrix are 
chosen to account for the O,Hl disturbances of conversion. 2\amely, according 
to the multiplication rule of matrices thcse elements are multiplied by the la~t 
element of thc column matrix Pi, which is compulsorily "one", independently 
of the properties of the inside transmission path [see Eq. (1)]. This also ('xplains 
for the rolc of thf' last element in column matrices P (5('(' Err. 1 and 2). 
,,) .1.3. The last rOle 
In case of multiple conYerSiOlls the description must take iuto CUH-
~ideration the own disturhances of all eonycrsions. Using, for examplc, the 
notations in Fig. 3 the product JIn' must bc a column matrix \\-hose last 
f'lerncnt is "one". As the last element of Pi is also "one" this rf'quirement can 
only he fulfillcd if the last TOW of the cOlrversion-matTix [vI" is of the form 
(0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1). J\S any product of the fOTIll (lVI1 ' ... l\In) must also yield 
a matrix -whose last row is (0; 0: 0 :0; 0; 1), the follo\\-ing statcment generally 
holds: 
the last ro-w of every conversion-matrix contains zcros ('xcept tll{' la,,;t 
element which is always "one". 
Thus, thc interpretatioIl of the elements of the cOIlversion matrix has 
lWCll accomplished. 
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3.5. Difficulties inherent in the description 
1. The first difficulty is that of principle. The equation Po M . Pi 
involves that various disturbances of the inside transmission path produce 
additive effects on the outside transmission path. (The addition follows from 
the multiplication rule of matrices.) This imposes serious difficulties upon the 
construction of the matrix rH in cases wherc onc or more properties of the out-
:5ide transmission path are to be given in tlle form of certain functions [e.g. 
A 1J(j,)]. It is probable that the matrix cannot even he exactly constructed for 
certain systems. In such cases two 'ways can he followed: 
If the disturhanccs of thc inside transmission path are of sIllall ordeL 
their effects are nearly independent and therefore also additive. (Such 
a theorem has not heen proved yet in genera1. hut the stat,~ment can 
he justified in many individual cases.) 
In many practical cases an effect proelueed hy a certain cause much 
surpasses the <:imilar-type effects produced by any other causes. 
(E.g. in F)-I systems the phase-function bo(j) of the outside trans-
mission path greatly depends on bi(f), but is nearly independent of' 
Ai(f): .~Ifi' hi ete.) Thus the mu elements, n'jHt'senting neglig,>ahle 
causes, can be approximated by zero. 
2. The second difficulty is of practical nature. For certain eonverston 
"ystems the operators or functions replacing some of the mU are rather COUl-
plicated. ]'I eyerthcless, it may he stated that for conversion systems of practical 
importance cOIlyersion-matrices could be formed on the bases found in tht: 
literature (e.g. [1]). 
3. The third difficulty is of aesthetic nature. :"iamely, in sub-sectioll 
3.2.3 it 'was shown that the mathematical nature of the individual elemenb 
of the cOllYcrsion-matrix wa:o vcry different. They may he operators, functions 
and constants and tl1{' distinction among them require~ ingenuity in notatioll 
technic:,. 
3.6. Description by l1U'(/Il,< of indication-matrix 
In many practical eases it suffices to know whether the COil\ e1',;1011 1'1'-
duces, does not affect or increases the disturbances of the inside transmission 
path. This demand can f~asily he fulfillcd hy means of the foUo'wing simplifi-
cations: 
1. Let the elements of the column matrix of the transmission path he 
real numbers indicating the seriousness of the di:3turbance:-. (The last clement 
is, of course, nlaintained to he "one".) 
2. Let the elements of the conversion-matrix be also numhers. If the COIl-
version increases, does not alter or reduces the i-th type of disturbances III 
the insidf' transmission path, the l'orresponding mu will he denoted hy P;;, 1 or 
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Cii, respectively. If the effect of the conversion system may be to reduce or to 
increase, depending on the circumstances, or if the type of the cause and effect 
are different, the notation for thc corresponding element remains rn, its actual 
value, ho"weyer, is aI"ways a number. The new matrix will be called "indication-
matrix", hecause it indicates the direction in which the conversion transforms 
the disturbances of the inside transmission path. 
The indication-matrix will he denoted by m instead of M. The conver-
sion-matrix and the indication-matrix describe the transformation of disturb-
ances in conversion systems quantitatively and qualitatively, respectively. 
Practically, often modulations or multiple modulations are sought which, 
for a given inside transmission path, keep at a low rate some of the disturbances 
of the outside transmission path. In synthesis problems like this, the applica-
tion of the indication-matrix may prove to he very useful. 
4. Examples of matrices of simple systems 
The purpose of the presented examples of conversion- and indication-
matrices is illustration, therefore derivations are omitted. The use of matrice" 
to describe conversion systems is "een to yield results agreeing with the prac-
tice. (For further details see [2].) 
"}·.1. Single sideband AiH (AM-SSBjSC) 
Let the single-sideband, suppressed carrier amplitude modulation utilize 
the upper sideband. The modulator translates the spectrum of the modulating 
signal upwards by the value of the modulating carrier frequency fF' while the 
demodulator re-translates it hy the value of the demodulating carrier frequency 
1/ = Iv - ilfr. 
Assume the initial phase of the modulating and demodulating carrier to 
be f{Jv and q:~ = (PI' - .:::Iq;", respectively. The frequency difference .:::1ft. and the 
phase difference fl(pv indicate an operation declining from the ideal. These 
disturbances are assumed to show how the effects of thc own disturbances of 
the conversion system are taken into consideration. The modulator and de-
modulator are supposed to be free of further disturbances. 
Thc conversion matrix can be given in the form 
.y 
-I,· 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 .Jrpv 
I\I".\\-SSB/sc = 
0 0 1 0 0 -,-1ft· (14) 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
Here '~f denote;;: the shifting-operator introduced in Eq. (11). 
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The meaning of ~fv in the first ro-w is simple: the AM-SSB/SC system 
treats an input signal of frequency i1 "with the properties, at the frequency 
iv + i1' of the inside transmission path. Fig. 4 illustrates the amplitude func-
tions of the inside and outside transmission paths. 
The second ro'w can similarly be interpreted except its last element. As a 
consequence of the phase-difference between modulating and demodulating 
carriers, the tralliomitted signal has a phase-shift L'lifv at any frequency . 
.-...,..--. Ai (f+fc) 
~---c------------------r i; 
Fig. 4 
The "1" '8 in the rows 3 to ;) on the principal diagonal Tepresent the fact 
that single-sidebandmodulation does not affect the frequency distortion, non-
linear distortion and noise of the transmission medium (i.e. inside tTansmission 
path) after dcmodulation. 
The last element in the third ro'w represents the frequency-distortion 
caused by shortcomings of the conyersion system. Whatever frequency il 
the modulating signal has, the demodulated signal has a frequency (j~ c:'1J,). 
The indication matrix of the A::\I-SSBjSC system is of the form 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 (IS) mA,\l-SSB;SC = 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 I) 0 0 0 1 
4.2. Frequency modulation 
The indication matrix of a frequency modulation system with idt'ul mo-
dulator and ideal discriminator-tape demodulator has tIlt' form 
3 PeriodicH Polytt'cblliea El. XIY/1. 
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I) 11l.") I) I) (I I) 
0 mob 0 0 I) I) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 (16) In F!v! 0 1nl;./) 0 0 I) I) 
I) I) 0 0 :"N:V 0 
L I) 0 0 0 0 1 
This matrix clearly indicates that an ideal FM system generally rcduce~ 
the noise of the inside transmission path and that only phase-distortion pro-
duces disturhances on the out:-ide transmission path. 
4.3. Time-nwltiplexing (TDkI) 
Time multiplexing is accomplished by sampling the :3ignals of different 
information sources and sending the samples onto the transmission path in a 
propcr sequcnce. It is to he noted that the information is carried by thc am-
plitude of the sample. (For a quantized transmission, timc-multiplexing must 
be preceded or followed hy a quantizer 'which has to he taken into consideration 
hy another matrix.) 
The indication-matrix of time-multiplexing IS 
0 0 0 0 0 ~-I 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 I I. (17) illTDJ\\ = 0 I) 0 1 0 0 
m NA 7nSb mN!Jj 0 In!"." 0 
I) 0 I) 0 0 1 
It is to he emphasized that every disturhance, except nonlinear distortion, of 
the inside transmission path may cause noise in the outside transmission path. 
It is due to the dispersive nature of transmission paths producing intersym-
bol-interference among the samples of the various information sources. 
4.4. Compander 
Transmission equipmcnts often make use of a compander consisting of a 
compressor at the transmitter side and an expander at the receiying side. 
From the indication-matrix of a compander 
1' . .J •• _\ 0 I) 0 0 0 
0 1 0 I) 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 (18) Ill komp . 0 0 0 1 I) I) 
I) 0 I) 0 CS;"'; 0 
0 0 0 I) 0 1 
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it IS :icen that it increases the imperfection of the amplitude-function 1Il the 
im-ide transmission path but rcduce;; the noise introclucp,i thcre, according to 
il~ illtr~nded purpose. 
5. Examples for matrices of complex systems 
The treatlllent of matricc::; of sume comple:;: conversion ~y"tem", pacil 
containing two individual conversions. ,\'ill he restricted to tll(' indieation-
matl'i:;:. 
5.1. Double ji'equellcy modulation 
The indication matri:;: of the FM T FlU system can IJe ohtained from 
Eq. (7) and (16). Assuming, for sakp of simplicity. the two F1\I svstems to 1)(' 
of tht' sanle featuI'f's: 
0 In.",,!,' In"" 0 0 0 0 
0 11lb!,'mbi, 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 (19) 
IIlF.\\",.V,F ~'':' Ill F.\\ • 1111",\\ = 0 11l/;!,'l1!iJh 0 0 0 0 
A 0 0 0 0 CN1\" C·N.V 0 
Eq. (7) Eq. (16) 0 0 0 0 0 1 
This matri:;: is of'the same type as that of the single FM given in Eq. (16), hut 
the values of the corresponding elements are different. For usual disturbances 
and frequency deviations mij < 1, hence the elements of' the indieation-matl'i:;: 
for douhle FM are smaller than the elements corresponding to single F1\I. Thi~ 
statement is especially yalid for noises supposing usual (laTge t~nough) signal-to-
noise ratios. 
Consequently, the properties of transmission mediulll can ,greatly lie 
improved by the use of double FM . 
.5.2. Simultaneous use of compullder and FjI 
Let us investigate the system, to transmit the signal first into a dynamic-
compressor and then into an F1\I modulator, in the rpcciYer of which a clynamie-
-e:;:pancler succeeds the F::\I demodulator. 
The resulting matri:;: can he found by using E(IS (7), (Hi) Hnrl (18). 
0 ' " 0 0 i'A.,;·m~\!; 
0 " 0 0 mUD ~ ~-, 
0 0 0 0 
11l!wm," 1",\\ =lnkOll1p . illF .\\ = (I Ill;:,; 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
~v,<;vH (20) 
Here . and " denote eompandn and F1\l COIlyerSlOI1, respeetiyely. 
:-;:., 
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From this matrix it is seen that the transmission system consisting of 
compander and FM combines the ach-antages of the component conyersions 
without their disadyantages. Compander reduces the effect of the noi5e of the 
inside transmission path (sec EJ~l.J but it increases the effect of the amplitude-
-function (see l'~A)' The latter deleterious effect is eliminated hy the use of 
FM conyersion. Namely, the multiplier m';,.,b' usually less than one, appears 
in the term (I'~A m~~b) which, in turn, expresses the resulting distortion of the 
amplitude-function. As against this, compander doesn't impair the advantage 
of FM systems that only the phase-distortions of the inside transmission path 
are transformed onto the outside one, and the effect of noise is reduced. 
6. Conclusions 
The way of description outlined thus far offers possibility for the mathe-
matical treatment of complex modulation systems. 
The quantitatiye treatment hy the indication-matrix can readily he 
carried out and checked manually. Neither is the quantitative treatment by 
the conversion-matrix, in principle, more complicated, though the assemhly 
of conyersion-matrices as -well as the deyelopment of the computer-aided analy-
sis to accelerate results are rather tedious. 
Appendix: Properties of transmission paths 
In the inycstigation of conyersion systems the quantities used to charac-
terize transmission paths are of great importance. 
Therefore it is necessary to exactly define the disturbances and thus 
the propcrties of the transmission paths. The concept of disturbance is best 
understood from the concept of ideal transmi5sion (callcd also true trans-
mission). 
A.l. True transmission and its conditions 
The transmission path has to conyey the signal from its input to its 
output. A transmission path is said to be free of disturbances (i.e. ideal) if th(> 
signal at its input and output arc connected hy the relationship 
(A.I) 
Herc Af) and To are arbitrary constants, Sl(t) and S2(t) denotf' input and output 
'3ignals, Tespectiyely. 
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Eq. (A.I) is illustrated in Fig. A.1. It is seen that the phenomenon Ii' 
properly described by the term "true transmission". 
Two remarks, however, should be made. 
a) By "transmission path" a simple or complex system is meant, in-
tended to transmit signals faithfully. Thus, definition (A.I) cannot be applied 
to stages (e.g. modulators) intended to change the physical parameters (e.g. 
bandwidth, dynamic range, frequency, etc.) of the signal. But it does apply 
to pairs of such stages (e.g. modulator and clemodulator.) 
'-----51(1) 
To 
Fig. A..1 
b) In general, transmission path is not required to transmit evel)" signal 
faithfully. For example filters needn't fulfil Eq. (A.I) in handling signals ·with 
spectra partly or entirely within their stop-band. 
Taking into consideration remarks a) and b) the following definition i~ 
valid: 
The transmission of a transmission path is called true if Eq. (A.1) holds 
for every signal to be transmitted. 
This definition has been formulated in the time domain as Eq. (A.I) 
contains functions of time. Consequently, this definition is not suitable to 
check the transmission for truth. To indicate this, we mention how difficult 
the production of "every signal to he transmitted" is. Eq. (A.I) is usually 
transformed using La place-transformation: thus yielding the frequency-do-
main-condition of true transmission. To ,nite this condition let us defillP tll[' 
transfcr function in a usual way 
K(jf) 
complex amplitude of the output 
sinusoidal signal, with frequeney r 
in the steady-state 
complex amplitude input 
sinusoidal signal, with frequency j~ 
in the steady-state 
u sing the common notation 
K(jf) A(f) . e-jb(f) 
(A.:2) 
(A.3) 
3:::; 
where 
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A(f) amplitude-function 
b(f) phase-function 
the frequency-domain-conditio71 of true transmission can be written in the form 
vr more precisely 
K(jf) = .:1 0 • e-J;2:lT,j for f E F 
A(j) 
b(f) = 27CTof 
for f E F 
for f E F 
where F denotes the set of frequences to be transmitted. 
Condition A.5. is illustrated in Fig. A.2. 
{-."equencies to be transmitted 
Fig. --1.2 
(AA) 
(A.Ei.a) 
(A.5.h) 
According to the remark b), Eqs (A..4) and (A.5) hold only at frequencie~ 
to he transmitted. Conditions (AA) and (A.5) are easy to check hy sinusoidal 
generators, sinusoidal yoltmeters and :::inusoidal ph Cl:-C'-mcters. 
A.2. Disturbances of the transmission path 
Most of the translT"ission paths fall short of the condition of true tran:'-
mission giyen by the equation 
Li.1) 
Disturbances are defined by 
e( t) (A.6) 
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Thus, disturbances may be interpreted as errors of transmission. In a real case 
only Sl(t) and sz(t) being giyen but An and To being undetermined, Eq. (A.6) 
must be completed by the remark that A() and Tu are to he chosen so as to 
minimize the error in a certain sense (e.g. mean square). 
It is reasonahle to deeompose disturhances into two parts 
e(t) = d(t) -- n(t) (A.7) 
where d(t) and n(t) denote distortions and noise, respectiyely. In particular: 
1. Distortions d(t) are those parts of disturbances which are present at 
the output of the transmission path only if, at its input, there is a signal to be 
transmitted, Thus, distortion is a function of the input signal 
d(t) = fh(t)] . (A.B) 
Distortions may bc Jiyided into sub-groups as follow,;: 
a) Linear distortions are attributed to a transmission path if the trans-
mission is not faithful, hut proportional changing of thc input signal causes 
proportional changing of the output signal by the same ratio. According to 
the latter statement the transmission path is featured hy linearity. 
Instead of the ahove time-clomain-definition alternative frequency-do-
main-definition is widely used: 
linear distortions arc attributed to a transmission path if its transfer 
function differs from the ideal one given in Eq. (AA) hut is independent of the 
level of the input signal. (The latter statement refers to linearity.) 
The yarious deviations from ideal tram,fer function yield Jifferent type;; 
of linear distortions: 
CI.) Amplitude (or attenuation) distortion is attributed to a transmission 
path if condition A(f) const doesn't hold for the set of frequencies to be 
transmitted. 
fJ) Phase or delay distortion is attributed to a transmission path if condi-
tion b(f) = 2;r T of or T(f) = To doesn't hold for the set of frequencies to he 
transmitted. (T denotes group delay.) 
}') Frequency distortion is attributed to a transmission path if it changes 
the frequency of sinusoidal signals passing through it. In this case the Fourier-
transforms of the input and output signals are related by the equation 
Here !Jf denotes frequency offset which in certain cases may be a function of 
fl't'quency. Frt'quency-distortion may be t'ncountered when transmission path 
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is led through a frequency-multiplexing carrier system whose modulator and 
demodulator operate with carriers of different frequencies. 
b) .1Ylodulatioll-distortion is attributed to a transmission path if its am-
plitude, phase, or group delay function varies with time. 
h) Nonlinear distortion is attributed to a transmission path if proportio-
nal change of the input signal of any shape doesn't proportionally change the 
output signal. This is illustrated in Fig. A.3 where signals marked with the 
same type of comma (e.g. single or double) correspond to an input-output 
pair. 
input cons!· s; (I) 
output 
Fig. A.3 
Definition of nonlinear distortion is described mathematically as follows: 
Suppose that input signal s~(t) corresponds to output signal s~(t) and 
the same holds for s~(t) and s;(t). Suppose further that s{(t) and s;(t) are 
proportional, i.e. 
= c = constant. 
s~ (t) 
If the transmission path is nonlinear, 'we may write 
s;(t) 
s~(t) 
c . 
This inequality not only means that the output ratio differs from the input OIlt', 
hut also that it may he a function of time. Such a general case is shown in 
Fig. A.3. 
2. Noise net) is that palt of the disturbances 'which occurs at the output of 
the transmission path also in the case where there is no signal at its input, i.e. 
Sl(t) O. 
From the point of view of noise, t,vo kinds of transmission paths must he 
distinguished. The first is called "isolated" transmission path. An isolated trans-
mission path uses all the stages of the transmission equipment alone. To the 
contrary, there exists such a transmission path, whichis one out of many, the others 
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using partly or entirely the same transmission equipment. This will he called 
"one-out-of-many" transmission path. 
a) Internal noise denotes first the entire noise in an isolated transmission 
path and secondly that part of the noise in an one-out-of-many transmission 
path which doesn't depend on the signals of the other transmission paths in 
the same multiplexing hunch. Internal noise may originate from 
rx) the circuitry itself (then it is called noise of :;,ero order, e.g. thermal 
noise), or from 
(3) sources outside the transmission path (then it is called noise of first 
order, e.g. interference, power supply hum, ionospheric noise, etc.). 
h) lVIultiplexing noise originates from the signals of transmission paths 
using the same equipment as the transmission path in question. There is no 
multiplexing noise in an isolated transmission path. l\Iultiplexing noise may 
be of first or higher order. 
:x) First order multiplexing noise originates from linear distortions of 
transmission equipment. Linear crosstalk in frcqucncy-multiplcxing as well 
as cross-talk from intersymhol-interference III time-multiplexing helong to 
this suh-group. 
(3) Higher order multiplexing noise originates from nonlinear distortions 
of transmission equipment. Characteristic for this suh-group is intermodulation 
noise in frf'quf'ncy-multiplcxing. 
Summary 
In tlli" paper a unified description of modulation system; is proposcd. By mean" of 
this dcscription 
(i) the po .. t-demodulation-effect5 of the disturbances (like linear and nonlinear cli"lor-
tions as well as noise) of the transmission medium can easily be determined (in other terms the 
determination of the transformation of disturbances is simple): 
(ii) a common principle can be found for the treatment of modulatioll (where modnlation 
is meant in a llarrow sense) and for other conversions. employed in the trans11lis5ion. like 
time-multiplexing:. frequency-multiplexing:. preemphasi5 and deemphasis. compander. quanti-
zation e. t.c. 
(iii) the features of complex modulation systems can easily be determined from the 
features of the component modulations and other conversions. 
The description is performed by a matrix. The "conversion-matrix" and "indicatioll-
matrix" are introduced for the purpose of quantitative and qualitative description. respectively. 
After the definition of the matrix some examples concerning: simple and complex modulation 
systems are given. The examples cover A:\I-SSBjSC. Y\L time-multiplexing:. compander. 
FM + F:\I. compander -;- F}I. 
The description offers possibility for the mathematical characterization of modulation 
systems. and thereby also for the selection of a modulation system which is optimum for 
given transmission medium and for given specifications concerning distortions as well as noise. 
In order to construct the conversion matrix the characterization of transmission pat h" 
is necessary. Thi; characterization is gin'n in the Appendix. 
.. f2 (;. GO/was 
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